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_ 3,194,389 
LAMP BULB FEEDING NECHANISM 

Edward F. Grgetic, Richmond Heights, Ohio, assignor to 
General Electric Company, a corporation of New York 

Filed Oct. 16, 1963, Ser. No. 316,632 
7 Claims. (Cl. 198-—209) 

This invention relates to apparatus for automatically 
feeding lamp bulbs in proper oriented position into the 
bulb-supporting head of a lamp making machine. 

Present day high speed production manufacture of in 
candescent lamps requires the automatic feeding of the 
lamp bulbs into the work-supporting heads of the lamp 
sealing-in machine at a high rate of speed and in the same 
endwise oriented position. In the case of certain minia 
ture type incandescent lamps which employ tubular glass 
bulbs of very small size, e.g., around % inch outside di 
ameter and one inch or so in length, the automatic bulb 
feeding mechanism must be adapted to support the 
bulb in a manner such as to leave most of its outer sur 
face area exposed, during the feeding or transfer of the 
bulb into the bulb holder jaws of the sealing machine, 
in order to enable grasping and holding of the bulb by the 
said jaws. vAn additional reason for such requirement 
may be present in those cases where it is desired to apply 
an ink or. other type lamp identi?cation marking to the 
outer side of the lamp bulb while supported in the bulb 
feeding mechanism. The application of such a lamp 
marking to the bulbs may also require that the bulb be 
rotatably supported in the bulb feeding mechanism so that 
it can ‘freely rotate therein during the application of the 
lamp marking around the cylindrical side wall of the 
bulb. 

It is an object of the invention, therefore, to provide a 
novel bulb feeding mechanism simple in construction and 
effective in operation for feeding lamp bulbs at a high 
rate of speed into the bulb holders of an associated lamp 
making machine. , 

Another’ object of the invention is to provide a lamp 
bulb feeding mechanism adapted to support individual 
bulbs for-free rotation therein about their respective axes 
and to feed the bulbs in the same positional relation into 
the bulb holder jaws ‘of an associated lamp-making ma 
chine with substantially the entire outer surface of the 
bulb exposed for. ready grasping thereof by the bulb 
holder jaws. 

Brie?y stated, in accordance with one aspect of the in 
vention, the lamp bulb feeding mechanism comprises an 
indexing carrier having a plurality, of bulb-supporting 
arms each adapted to rotatably support a bulb in an up 
right open end down position resting thereon so as to be 
freely rotatable about its axis with a substantial portion 
of its outside surface area left exposed. According to a 
further aspect of the invention, the bulb-supporting arms 
are horizontally slidable on the carrier to effect with 
drawal of the bulbs from bulb receiving pockets in the 
carrier and advance them into a predetermined bulb trans 
for position outward of the carrier so as to be substan 
tially completely exposed for ready grasping and pick-up 
thereof by the bulb holder jaws of the lamp-making ma 
chine. In accordance with a still further aspect of the 
invention, the bulb-supporting arms are vertically movable 
so as to be disengageable from the bulb after the grasp 
ing thereof by the bulb holder jaws of the lamp-making 
machine and before return sliding movement of the arms 
to their original retracted position. 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
appear from the following detailed description of a species 
thereof and from the accompanying drawings. ' 

In the drawings, FIG. 1 is a plan view of lamp bulb 
feeding apparatus comprising the invention, a portion of 
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the bulb-supporting carrier thereof being shown broken 
away in order to illustrate the bulb-supporting means 
thereon. 

FIG. 2 is a vertical section on the line 2-2 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the drive mechanism for 

the bulb-feeding apparatus. 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged vertical section, partly in eleva 

tion, of the bulb escapement mechanism and one of the 
bulb-supporting heads on the associated bulb transfer tur 
ret of the bulb-feeding apparatus, and 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged vertical section of one of the 

bulb-supporting heads on the bulb transfer turret of the 
apparatus. 

Referring to the drawings, the bulb-feeding apparatus 
vaccording to the invention comprises a horizontally dis 
posed bulb transfer carrier or turret 1 provided at spaced 
points around its periphery with a plurality of heads 2 
(eight in the particular case illustrated) for supporting 
and carrying glass lamp bulbs 3 in upright open end down 
position thereon and transferring them into the bulb 
holding jaws 4 (FIG. 1) of an associated lamp-making 
or sealing machine 5. In the particular case shown, the 
glass lamp bulbs 3 are of generally tubular shape with a 
single open end 6 (FIG. 4), and they are of a compara 
tively small size, for example, around % inch outside 
diameter and one inch or so in length. The turret 1 is 
mounted for rotative movement on a vertical center shaft 
7 journalled in the stationary or bed portion (not shown) 
of the machine, and it is intermittently indexed about its 
rotative axis by suitable indexing means, as by a conven 
tional electric motor-driven horizontal main drive or cam 
shaft 8 (FIG. 3) carrying a barrel cam 9 which succes 
sively engages with a plurailty of rollers 10 depending 
from and disposed around the periphery of a circular in 
dex plate 11 ?xed on the turret support shaft 7, to carry 
each head 2 progressively through a series of stations 
(eight in‘ the case of the particular machine illustrated 
designated A to H). 
The bulbs 3 are successively loaded, one at a time, 

into the heads 2 on the turret 1 at the main bulb-loading 
station A, or at the auxiliary bulb-loading station C, 
by an article feeding mechanism 12 which, in its general 
arrangement, is of the so-called vibratory bowl type com 
monly in use at present, similar to that disclosed in 
US. Patent 2,904,162, Simer, and comprising a circular 
hopper or bowl 13 for receiving a loose random collec~ 
t-ion of the bulbs 3. The bowl 13 is formed with a 
slightly frusto-conical floor and it is provided with one 
or more inclined feed tracks or ramps (two feed tracks 
14 and 15 in the particular case illustrated) which extend 
upwardly from the ?oor of the bowl in a spiral manner 
around the inside periphery thereof. The bowl 13 is 
vibrated or oscillated about its vertical center axis, in 
an inclined arcuate path of movement corresponding ap 
proximately to the direction of inclination of the feed 
tracks 14, 15, by suitable vibrator mechanism (not shown) 
to thereby cause the bulbs 3 in the bowl 13 to move around 
the ?oor of the bowl generally outwardly thereof to— 
ward the side wall of the bowl and thence up the in 
clined feed tracks 14, 15 and into substantially hori 
zontally extending respective discharge troughs 16, 17 
which are ?xedly-mounted on the bowl so as to vibrate 
along therewith. The mechanism for vibrating the bowl 
13 may be of any conventional type. According to a 
preferred form of such vibrating mechanism, however, the 
bowl 13 is supported on the upper ends of a plurality 
of inclined leaf springs which are arranged to impart the 
desired’ inclined arcuate oscillating movement to the bowl 
when they are alternately ?exed by the downward pull of 
an electromagnet on the bowl and released by the de 
energization of the electromagnet. The tubular bulbs 
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feed tubes 20, 21., The levers 48 are pivoted on respec 
tive slides 49 which are mounted on the underside of 
the turret 1 for sliding movement radially thereof with 
in guideways 50 (FIG. 5) formed therein. The lever 
48 of each head 2 underlies its respective slide 49 and 
it is pivoted thereon intermediate its ends on a pivot 
pin 51 for pivotal movement in a vertical plane extending 
parallel to the direction of sliding movement of the slide 
49 on the turret. The lever 48 is spring-biased to its 
horizontal bulb-Supporting position, as determined by the 
engagement of a stop pin 52 on the outer arm of the lever 
with the underside of the slide 49, by a compression 
coil spring 53 which is compressed between the inner 
arm of the lever 48 and the slide 49 and is held in place 
therebetween within respective wells 54 and 55 therein. 
At its outermost end, the lever 48 of each head 2 is 

provided with a bulb-supporting roller 56 which is rotat~ 
ably mounted on the upper end of the lever, on a vertical 
pivot shaft 57 carried thereby. The roller 56 is adapted 
to support thebulb 3 in an upright open end down posi 
tion on the lever so as to be freely rotatably thereon 
about the axisof the bulb. The roller 56 is a diameter 
such as to closely ?t and receive thereover the open end 
of the bulb. 3 in order to effectively support and'center 
the vbulb ‘in up-right position on the outer end of the 
lever, and it is provided at its bottom edge with a seat 
ing ?ange 58 on which the rim of the bulb is adapted to 
seat or rest. To permit ready placement or reception of 
the open end of the bulb thereover, the roller 56 is made 
of slightly frusto-conical or tapered shape with its nar 
rower diameter at the top. The U-shaped notches or 
pockets 47 in the turret 1 are shaped to closely conform 
to the cylindrical outer surface of the tubular bulbs 3 
in order to guide them, during the course of their free 
falling movement from the lower end of the feed tube 
20 or 21, in proper centered position over the supporting 
rollers 56. Cooperating .pairs of backing rollers 59, 60 
are rotatably, mounted on the underside of the turret, 1 
at the inner ends of the notches or pockets 47 therein to 
provide a roller cradle. type backing support for the up 
per ends of therbulbs 3, when seated in position over 
the rollers 56 on levers 48,'such as serves to hold the 
bulbs in upright position thereon and prevent them from 
tipping inwardly of the turret when pressure is applied 
to the sides of the bulbs in a direction radially inward of 
the turret. Tipping of the bulbs outwardly of the pockets 
47 in the turret is prevented by a guard, band 22 which, 
as shown in FIG. 1, extends around the periphery of 
the turret, closely adjacent thereto, from a point just be 
fore thebulb loading station A to a point just before 
the bulb unloading or transfer station G. . 
The slides 49 and the associated bulb-supporting levers 

48 carried thereby are held in place within the respec 
tive guideways 50 by retainer plates 61 bolted or other 
wise fastened to the underside of the guideway-forming 
members on the turret 1 so as to underlie the slides, and 
they are each provided with suitable friction means 62‘ 
for exerting a frictional force on the slide to restrain 
sliding movement thereof in its respective guideway 59. 
To this end, each slide 49 is provided with a spring re 
tainer post 63 upstanding therefrom and extending up 
wardly through respective radially, extending slots 64 in 
the turret 1 over which post a friction plate 65 is posi 
tioned so as to, rest ?at against the upper side of the 
turret and slide along with the slide 49 and post 63. 
The friction plate 65 is spring pressed downwardly into 
frictional sliding engagement with the upper side of the 
turret 1 by ‘a compression coil spring 66 which is posi 
tioned over the post 63 and is compressed between the. 
friction plate and a washer 67 postioned over the post 
and retained thereon by ‘an adjustment nut 68 threaded on 
the post. In addition to pressing the friction plate 65 
downwardly against the upper side of the turret 1 so as 
to have frictional sliding engagement therewith, the 
spring 66 also exerts an equal and opposite‘upward 
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6 
force on the spring post 63 serving to press the slide 49 
upwardly against the underside of the turret so as to 
likewise have frictional sliding engagement therewith. The 
friction plate 65 and slide 49 thus are, in effect, resiliently 
clamped against opposite sides of the turret 1 with equal 

' and opposite pressures. To prevent foreign objects (dirt, 
broken glass, etc.) from accidentally dropping into the 
slots 64, the friction plates 65 are made of large enough 
size to completely cover the said slots at all times, i.e., 
in all positions of the slide 49 within its guide way 54}. 
The slide 49 and associated bulb-supporting lever 48 

of each head 2 are normally located, and held by the 
friction means 62 in a retracted inner position radially 
inward of the turret 1, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 4, in 
which position the bulb seating roller 56 on the lever 
48 is located directly beneath the corresponding pocket 
or notch 47 in the turret in position to receive thereover 
the open lower end of a bulb 3 as its drops from the 
feed tube 20 or 21 at one or the other of the bulb load 
ing stations A and C, and supports the bulb in an up 
right position just clearing the two rollers 59, 60 which 
form the roller cradle backing support for the bulb. 
The ‘slide 49 and associated lever 43 are maintained in 
the said retracted position at all times throughout the 
travel of the head 2 in its circular path of movement 
about the turret shaft 7 except at the bulb transfer or 
unloading station G and during its index to the next 
succeeding station H, at which time the slide 49 and 
associated lever 48 are moved radially outward of the 
turret to an advanced bulb-unloading outer position as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 5 and then returned once again to 
their initial retracted position. While located at station 
D, the bulb 3 may have an identi?cation marking ap 
plied thereto in a suitable manner as by means of a con 
ventional type marking device 69 which, as shown in 
FIG. 1, may consist of a spring-biased inked marking 
pad 70 mounted on a pivoted supporting arm 71 which 
is a-rcuately oscillated by an actuating arm 72, during 
the dwell of the head 2 at station D, to press the inked 
marking pad 70 into engagement with and wipe it across 
the cylindrical outer surface of the bulb 3 tangentially 
thereto so as to impress an inked marking thereonto. The 
bulb being free to rotate about its axis because of its 
support on seating roller 56 and backing rollers 59, 60, 
it is therefore free to rotate along with the marking pad 
70 as the latter wipes across the surface of the bulb in 
pressure contact therewith. During the subsequent index 
movement of the head 2 away from the bulb marking 
station D but before positioning _of the next succeeding 
head'2. thereat, the marking pad 70 is returned by its 
support arm 71 to its initial retracted position to bring 
it into engagement with a reinking pad or roller (not 
shown) in readiness for the start of the next bulb-mark— 
ing operation. The bulb 3 is maintained in proper up‘ 
right position on its supporting lever 48 during the mark— 
ing operation, and prevented from being tipped radially 
inward of the turret by the pressure applied against the 
bulb by the marking pad 70, by the backing support 
afforded by the rollers 59, 60 of the roller cradle within 
which the upper end of the bulb is seated. 

' From the marking station B, the heads 2 are succes 
sively indexed to stations E and F, which in the case of 
the particular apparatus illustrated are idle stations, and 
thence to the bulb transfer or unloading station G where 
the bulb-supporting lever 48 of the head 2 the-reat is 
moved radially outward of the turret 1, by outward slid 
ing movement of the slide 49 in its guideway 50, to its 
advanced outer position to carry the bulb on the lever 
48pclear of the turret 1, i.e., out of the turret pockets 
47, and into an advanced outer or bulb transfer position 

' (FIGS. 1 and 5) between the bulb holder jaws 4 of an 

75 

associated lamp-making apparatus such as a sealing ma 
chine, which jaws'4 then close against the bulb to grasp 
and hold it there'between. The outward sliding move 
ment of the slide 49 to carry the bulb 3 to its-transfer 



retracted inner~ position; 
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ing means shown ‘comprising an operatinggarm 73 on 
therlevert 48. depending therefrom at the regionof its~ 

' pivot axis and carrying a suitable thrust-receiving mom-'7 

a position is e?ected by the application of an actuating‘ a force to a thrust-receiving means on the lever‘48r-1ocated :, 

'below the pivot axis thereo?thetparticular thrust~receiv- ‘ 

her at its lower end such as ariconviex or ball-type rroller : 
7,4'f0r application of the actuating force thereto.“ ‘The; 
actuating ,force-is applied to the operating arm 73 off 
lever 48 ‘by, actuating means 75 comprising an actuating 10 
lever '76, having a bifurcated’ upper end .77 ‘forming va ‘ 
channelwayc78 into which the roller 74 passes and is ' 
snuglytreceivedr as eachi'head is indexed into the bulb 
unloading station G.- As shown in FlGz-f3ithe' actuating‘ .‘ 

15 1 lever 76'is fastened on a pivot shaft 79 which is journalled 
in a stationary bracket portion 80 ofrthe' machineiframe; i i p 

I is suchthat'insu?icient-dwell timeexis'ts; or'if'itshouldibejz: ' and is rotated by a lever arm 81 fastened at one end on 
‘ the -shaftr79 fand' connected at, itsrotherend by link 82 
to one arm of‘ a bell. crank lever 83,piv0tally;mounted~ 
onithe machine frame and carryingta cam follower rol= 
'le-r 34 on its other arm which is engaged Within the cam i 
track (not shown), of- a face cam 85 fastened. 'on the 

retracted innerivposition; I ‘- r ‘ 

-- ,eil ( ' ~ ' , tofthen bodily-shift or =slide‘ethe1 associatedirzleverill? and i 

slide 49 radially inward a'ofx-the- turret; 1 ‘towardyth‘eir 1 1 

The tilting ofjt-he lever 'llitijand-ireturnofltlieislideré?‘fi 7' 
.> and ,leverA??togtheiri yfnllygretracted inner position, ;by’ 7' a» 
' the'finward throw of_ thee-actuating’ lever 76, tmi'ay =be efe '_ 
.‘ftected entirely’ at ‘the bulb transfenstation g?tiwhenithe; " i 
vperiod of- dwell of'the heads§2 thereattis sui?cient toperi 7 
mit suchjcomplete retraction‘? =Howeger5vbeeauseet the ; _ M 
inwardmove'ment required of the roller-~74 inorder to efe , '7 
feet the tilting'of the biilbesnppor'ting'ilever;48,‘~the ‘total . ' ' 

' inward throwrequi'red ‘for thezactuating lever 76 to return 
‘the slide‘4i9'and lever-'48 to their fullyreti-actedinnerrpm " 
sition will be greater; than the outwardfthrowirequiredto.) 1 
move them outwardlylrto, IheirKadVanoed position; For‘; 

' such reason; if tthe's'peed of 'operationpz-ofvtheiapparatns'; 

20 

main drive shaft~8 of ‘the machine.‘ During the dwell“ 7' 

radially'outward of the turret >1,.to ‘thereby e?ect the 
outward-sliding movement‘ of ‘slide 49 and lever-'48 Ito 

:of each head 2 at the bulb transferistationxG, thepactuat- 7' 
irlg lever 76' is operated to-apply'to the operatingarm 
73 ofrlever 48 ?rstjan outward actuating force, directed ’ 

25 

their’ outer advanced or bulb’ ‘transfer, position, and :to 7 
then‘applye to the operating arm 73, after grasping of 30. 
therbulb 3 by the’ jaws 4 of‘ thecassociated lamp-making ‘7 
.machin-e’, an actuating force directed radially ‘inward of 
the turret to eifecti?rst a downwardtiltingfof the bulb 
s'upportin'g .lever :48 to withdrawtheroller 56 thereon 

~from Within‘the vbulb 3,’ ‘and to then slide the lever’ 48'“ 
i and slidef49 inwardly of’ the turret toward their initial 

The ‘downward tilting’ of’ the I 
1ever‘48 to withdraw the,bulb-supporting'rroller 56 there 
on fromrwithin the bulbr3' before any inward sliding move- 
ment of the lever 48’ andrslidie ‘4‘9’to their'retracted in~ 
nerjfpositionis initiated, is'necessary ‘in order'to' prevent 

' the bulb '3 fromcbeing broken'or-Vpull-ed out ofthe-closed ‘ 

35 

40 

jaws ,4 of the; assoeiated lamp-making "machine by the V ' 
bulb-supporting roller 56'duringthe inward sliding ‘move! 
ment of the leverr.48. and slide 49 totheir retracted inner ' 

thejpressure~of'ethebiasing'springl§9§?2ies‘thegcam-trae ' 
>87 inproper; positionto move; he yslide,4i9,f andilevef? 

45.1. . a a r .7 - 

inwardly'ofithe turret?int-o their. ropenz?tractedanner position. it For this purpose,Vthe'bulb-supporting lever: 48f 
- is arranged ‘for a limited'amount, of downward pivotal ' 
‘movement; against therrforce- ofbiasingspringfS?, to the; ‘ onthe-bulb~supportinglrolleri 56_v 
tilted position shown in dash-dotlines in FIG. 5,’.as ' 
determined by the engagement of astop screw‘ 86 there! . Q50 

. on with ‘the underside of the; slide49, in which tilted ‘ _ v v N i i i v _ i ' position thef-bulb-supporting rollerv 5s is'disengaged from ' Stations Git-0'H,?thB~1eV¢r%‘t3HS5'PiVOte-d-.by{the~biasing_t : ’ i 

_' spring ‘53Iba-ck1to its normalghorizontallyidisposedlpoeii ' a I; and clear 'ofthe open lower’ end of‘the bulb 3 theirheld ' 
' in the (jaws-4 of‘ the associated» lamp-niaking'mac'hiner ' » 

rInaaddition, the ‘frictional force exerted by'the friction, 55 
means '62 on-slide 49,1 opposing'sliding movementthereof relative to’ the'tur'ret 1, lSf‘SO adjusted by the setting of 

spring 65,7as to; beof greatermagnitude than the: mini-v 
mum'actuation'force required to,’ be applied by actuat-J 

' ing lever<76=tothe roller '74 on the; operating :arm I737 ' 
of’ lever 48 'to'eltect the pivoting thereof to ;its itilted 

' thesadjustment 'nut “68 controlling the compression; of; 

iplete returnolii the'slidef49 and :lever'5i8 to their fiillylrer? s ' 

preferable to limitthe inward thr-QW'Qfthea-ctuating lever; ‘ 
'76" to correspondexaetly;to the-outvvardthrowfthereof so.‘ I, 
that, on'jc'ompletion of its. inwardfstroke'it; isainiproper: ' 

position torreceive-in its-channelwayg78v:thelroller' 74 on r the cnextbsucceeding head‘Z 'aslitiindeires intoiistationiGQji - 

then inisuchcase'the additionaliinwa'r-d movementioflthe " ' 
rollers 74' on theo'peratinglarm 73, ‘to.’ accomplish the‘ corn 

tracted inner positionjmayibere?ected'ibyi'a-stationary ' 
cam'tra‘ck .87.(:F'IVG.‘=3) ‘onto whichithe roller} 74 rideslalsj- ' ii 
the headjzis' indexedfaway fromstheébiilbrtiansferfst c, 
tion G. > »As shown,~.the earn- track 87 is preferably spiin I; 
biased so as'to be vyieldableltcr their-pre-ssureiof.therolleré 
74 striking-='thereagainst von movement out'ofvth'e: channeli' 
way 178 in theractuating leverI76,adu-ring thei'ndexrmove-i . 
ment of the ‘head’Z ‘from ;_sta'tions; G. toil-I’. '7 This. spring; I 
biasing of .the- cam ~traek ' 87 serves 1551a safety measure, to: ‘ 
preventvbreakage ofiany brine parts ofthe vhead'orthe ' > 
actuating gmechanism i theretorin ‘the ' eventany binding 7' 1 
‘condition/shoulddevelop therein’gfor some reason; I01 
this end, the; cam traok;,87= is carriecljaonraji'lever arm '88‘? I 

_ pivotally mounted on the stationary‘ ‘ racket portion-:80 'of the machine ‘frame ‘and spring-biased, 
_ I :ibycompre'ss'ion; V 

coil springi8i9; inwardly of thek-turretifl ‘ against ,a'limitin "Ii; 
stop screwv 90~ fastenedfon the-bracket 80; 5:" _"I‘he1engag'e: ' 
anent- ofithe' lever‘ arm? 88;:with the‘? stop screw sornnder 

n of :anotiheribiilb 3 position,’ in’ readiness remittance 

‘the next cyclei'of'operation of'theqapparatus;_ ' pon disei ' 
‘engagement, of the roller '74_ fromsthe cam 'traek'?‘l 'du'r-? 
ing the. course of’iind'eirjmoyenientioffthegheadq'kfrom. J 

FtlOlLx?lldi ‘durin'gfthe 'ensuingl'travelgofitherehead’laroundI ' V f 
the,‘ machine to ‘the bulb‘ transferzstation' 5G, 1 the ‘slide; 149". ' 

@111 ilevpeli 43 hl‘erimaintainediandaheld‘in 'gtheirsiretriactedl, “111w ‘PQSltion by the. frictionalforcésexenedbyjnicaan . 
means-621' ion-Tithe; slider._49§z againstlvsliding?movementj-' v 1 

r thereof relative'to-athe turretk, a 

v anddescribe-dherem,a'bulbifeeding.‘apparatusisprtlvidecl;i ‘ ' 

a which is :not ,1 only "effective wto?satisfaetorily ffeed 7 21am 
positionragainstthe' iforceor" its biasing spring 53. . Thus; 7 
‘the inward force required against: the“ roller-74 jon'the l 

' operating arm'73' of lever48, to pivot ortilt it against the 
7 force .of spring 53,Vis less than the inwardv force required t~ ; 
7 against slide 49cm re?ect inward slidingmovementtherei1 

' of against the frictional torceexerted on theeslide by' 

65 

' of very; small size,»»inya mannerlsuehiasi 
tially 'ithei-r-enti-re gouterg-surifac'eiexposedaf 

the friction means 62. As a result,'the inward actuating ' -~ 
‘force applied tolthe roller 74 on the operating arm 73 
“of lever-{48, bytheactuating ~1eyer'76' on its ‘return 111-“ I 

V wardfstroke,‘ acts to '?rstfpivot the lever 48 tOitsdOWnR 
V'ward tilted fpos'ition to withdrawv the roller 56;‘\'tll;6l‘6§11' _ 

from within‘and disengaget'itlfrom the bulba3'jheld?in' - the jaws 4 of the associated lampémaking ‘machine, and’; 
return‘ surface. ' 

Ibut which-is and adaptedi toffeedt na'buibsityemmough; . 

'Vstructed lt-o'lsupport v{the fbfulbsfrfor ifree; rotation; therein‘ 
whereby to permit the application 'of'a; printed mar-king,’ 

bulbs one at a amen a high rate'of speed; andllwithr cer- " 
‘ taintyron 'eachsindekqofi thebulb tfansfé'rLturreLint-d theaf', ' 

‘ bulb holder jaws ‘ca-‘flanassociatedv 1a V ‘ pfniaking machine;- ' 

Ws of the ‘ feedingmeChaniem-F 
ing thereof, bythe, bulb holder 
machine.- = 1; In’addition? 

the’v ontencylind-rical Psur'faee oiji?ther-bulbs" (byi 
wipmeiaetion-iot a printing;padi'tansen?ell 

the. ilever>48lflduring 

By the construction andarrange-ment of asi'shown " 
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Although a preferred embodiment of ourinvention has 
been disclosed, it will be understood that the invention 
is not to be limited to the speci?c construction and ar 
rangement of parts shown, but that they may be widely 
modi?ed within the spirit and scope of the invention as 
de?ned by the appended claims. ' 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: 
1. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus comprising a turret 

provided around its periphery with a plurality of bulb-sup 
porting heads, each of said heads comprising a slide 
mounted for horizontal sliding movement on said turret 
in a direction radially thereof, a bulb-supporting lever 
pivotally mounted on said slide for pivotal movement 
in a vertical plane parallel to the said direction of sliding 
movement of said slide, said lever extending generally 
radially outward of the turret from its pivot axis and 
adapted to support a bulb on its outer end, said lever 
being pivotable between a substantially horizontal bulb 
supporting position and a downwardly tilted bulb dis 
engaged position, spring means biasing said lever to its 
said horizontal bulb-supporting pivoted position, thrust 
receiving means on said lever located below the pivot 
axis thereof for application of an actuation force thereto 
in the direction of and acting to produce sliding move 
ment of the slide on said turret, and cooperating friction 
means on said slide and turret exerting a frictional force 
on the slide opposing sliding movement thereto relative 
to the turret, said frictional force being greater than the 
minimum actuation force required against said thrust 
receiving means to pivot the lever against the force of 
said spring means. 

2. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus comprising a turret 
provided around its periphery with a plurality of bulb 
supporting heads, each of said heads comprising a slide 
mounted for horizontal sliding movement on said tur 
ret in a direction radially thereof, a bulb-supporting lever 
pivotally mounted intermediate its ends on said slide for 
pivotal movement in a vertical planeparallel to the 
said direction of sliding movement of said slide, said 
lever extending generally radially of the turret and 
adapted to support a bulb on its outer end, said slide and 
associated lever being slideable between a retracted bulb 
receiving position and an advanced bulb delivering posi 
vtion and said lever being pivotal on said slide between 
a substantially horizontal bulb-supporting position and a 
downwardly tilted bulb disengaged position, a compres 
sion coil spring compressed between said slide and the 
inner end of said lever to spring-bias the lever to its said 
horizontal bulb-supporting pivoted position, an operat 
ing arm on said lever depending therefrom at the region 
of its pivot axis and carrying a thrust receiving member 
for application of an actuation force thereto in the direc 
tion of sliding movement of said slide, and cooperating 
friction means on said slide and turret exerting a fric 
tional force on the slide opposing sliding movement there 
of relative to the turret, said frictional force being great 
er than the minimum actuation force required against 
said thrust receiving member to pivot the lever against 
the force of said spring means. 

3. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus as speci?ed in claim 
2 wherein the said friction means comprises a friction 
plate carried by said slide and spring-pressed into fric 
tional engagement with a ?at friction surface on said 

turret. 
4. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 and comprising, 

in addition, stop means on said lever engageable with said 
slide to limit pivotal movement of the lever between its 
said bulb-supporting and bulb disengaging positions. 

5. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus comprising a turret 
provided around its periphery with a plurality of bulb 
supporting heads, each of said heads comprising a slide 
mounted on the under side of said turret for horizontal 
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sliding movement thereon in a direction radially thereof, 
a bulb-supporting lever pivotally mounted on said slide 
for pivotal movement in a vertical plane parallel to the 
direction of sliding movement of said slide, said lever 
extending generally radially outward of the turret from 
its pivot axis and adapted to support a bulk on its outer 
end, stop means on said lever engageable with said slide 
to limit pivotal movement of the lever between a substan 
tially horizontal bulb-supporting position and a down 
wardly tilted bulb disengaging position, said slide and as 
sociated lever being slidable radially of the turret between 
a retracted bulb-receiving inner position and an ad 
vanced bulb delivering outer position, spring means bias 
ing said lever to its said horizontal bulb-supporting 
pivoted position, said turret having a plurality of radial 
slots extending vertically therethrough in alignment with 
respective ones of said slides, an upstanding spring re 
tainer post ?xed on said slide and extending upwardly 
through the respective one of said slots, a friction plate 
carried by said post and in surface engagement with a 
flat friction surface on the upper side of said turret, a 
compression coil spring compressed between a shoulder 
on said post and the upper side of said friction plate 
to spring press it into frictional engagement with the said 
friction surface so as to exert a frictional force on the 
slide opposing sliding movement thereof relative to the 
turret, and thrust-receiving means on said lever located 
below the pivot axis thereof for application of an actua 
tion force thereto in the direction of‘ sliding movement 
of the slide on the turret, said frictional force being great 
er than the minimum actuation force required against 
said thrust-receiving means to pivot the lever against the 
force of said spring means. 

6. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus comprising a turret 
provided around its periphery with a plurality of bulb 
supporting heads, index means including a cam shaft for 
intermittently indexing said turret to advance said heads 
successively through a plurality of stations including a 
bulb transfer station, each of said heads comprising a 
slide mounted on the under side of said turret for hori 
zontal sliding movement in a direction radially thereof, 
a bulb-supporting lever pivotally mounted on said slide 
below said turret for pivotal movement in a vertical plane 
parallel to the said direction of sliding movement of said 
slide, said lever extending generally radially outward of 
the turret from its pivot axis and adapted to support on 
its outer end a bulb in upright open end down position, 
stop means on said lever engageable with said slide to 
limit pivotal movement of the lever between a substan 
tially horizontal bulb-supporting position and a down 
wardly tilted bulb-disengaged position, said slide and as 
sociated lever being slidable radially of the turret between 
a retracted bulb receiving inner position and an advanced 
bulb transferring outer position, spring means biasing said 
lever to its said horizontal bulb-supporting pivoted posi 
tion, cooperating friction means on said slide and turret 
exerting a frictional force on the slide opposing sliding 
movement thereof relative to the turret, an operating 
arm on said lever depending therefrom at the region of 
its pivot axis, and actuating means engaging with said op 
erating arm when located at said transfer station and op 
erated in proper time relation to the dwell of each head 
at said station to apply an actuation force to said arm in 
the direction of sliding movement of the slide on said 
turret, the said actuating force required against said op 
erating arm by said actuating means to pivot said lever 
from its horizontal position to its downwardly tilted posi 
tion being less than the said frictional force opposing the 
sliding movement of said slide relative to the turret. 

7. Lamp bulb feeding apparatus comprising a turret 
provided around its periphery with a plurality of bulb 
supporting heads, each of said heads comprising a bulb 
supporting lever pivotally mounted on the under side 



f if 
of the turret for pivotal movement in a vertical plane ex 
tending :radially. thereof, saidlever extending :generally 

i radially outward of the’ turret vfrom its pivot axis and 
" having a bulb-centering roller rotatably mounted .on its 

, outer end over which the open end of the bulb is adapted 
to ?t and rest to rotatably support and‘ locate the bulb in " ' 
iopen end down position thereon for rotation'about its’ 

' amber; ~ 

axis, and a pair, of rollers rotatably‘rnounted on the .un- '7 

tier side of saidit'nrreti forrotatioh :abo??vert'ie'al axe‘sfgnq 7 7 
providing a rollereraclle, s'p'pport against vvhichfthe upper 7' 
end of‘ the’ 'bulb' is "adaptedltoif seat‘v to prevent7 movement: ; 
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